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Abstract

Software readability has emerged as an important software quality metric.
Numerous pieces of research have highlighted the importance of readability.
Developers generally spend a large amount of their time reading and understanding existing code, rather than writing new code [1] [2]. By creating
more readable code, engineers can limit the mental load required to understand specific code segments [3]. With this importance established, research
has been done into how to improve software readability. This research looked
for ways of measuring readability, how to create more readable software, and
how to potentially improve readability. While some research has examined
the changes developers make, their use of automatic source code analysis may
miss some aspects of these changes. As such, this study conducted a manual
review of software readability commits to identify what changes developers
tend to make.
In this study, we identified 1,782 potential readability commits for 800
open-source Java projects, by mining keyword patterns in commit messages.
These commits were then reviewed by human reviewers to identify the changes
made by the developers. The observations made by the reviewers were then
reviewed for trends, from which several categories would be established. These
categories would be further reviewed for additional trends, developing a taxonomy of readability changes. Overall, this research looked at 314 changes
from 194 commits across 154 unique projects.
This study shows the developers’ actions when improving software read-
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ability, identifying the common trends of method extraction, identifier renaming, and code formatting, supported by existing research. In addition, this
research presents less observed trends, such as code removal or keyword modification, which were changes not seen in other research. Overall, this work
provides a taxonomy of the trends seen, identifying high level trends as well
as subgroups within those trends.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Software readability has emerged as a key aspect of software quality. Software readability influences the effort a developer must make to understand a
piece of existing code. Research has shown that poor source code readability can significantly increase a developers’ cognitive load [4]. With most of a
developer’s time spent trying to comprehend source code, improving software
readability can improve developer efficiency [2] be it the creation of new code
or the maintenance of existing code. The challenge comes from improving the
readability, as readability is a subjective quality.
A focus has been placed on the research of software readability as a quality
metric. Books have been written on creating high-quality, highly readable
software [2]. Numerous other researchers have attempted to create models
which can quantify software readability and detect improvements [5] [6] [7] [8]
[9]; however, some research has cast doubt on these models’ effectiveness [3]
[10]. With this vast amount of research, most of the focus has been placed
on the creation of new software. While research shows that this focus at
1
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the start of the cycle does create more readable software [11] it does not
directly guide those who wish to improve existing code bases. In order to
better understand how to make software more readable, attention needs to be
brought to how developers can improve readability. By looking more directly
at the changes made by developers with the intention of improving readability,
recommendations and strategies can be identified. While this has been done
to some extent in other research, such as Fakhoury et al. [3], they analyzed
the commits using source code analysis tools. By taking a more direct look at
these commits using a manual review based in Grounded Theory [12], other
trends maybe identified which are missed by these automatic tools.
The goal of this paper is to identify the types of changes developers make when attempting to improve software readability. This is
accomplished first by creating a dataset of commits which claim they improve
readability. These commits are then reviewed by manual reviewers, who identify the changes made within readability commits. These observations by the
reviewers are then examined for common trends across the projects. These
trends are then further analyzed for potential trends within them. Finally,
these observations and trends are used to produce the major contribution of
this paper, the taxonomy of readability changes.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 covers the overall
research objectives, including the motivations, contributions, and questions.
Chapter 3 outlines the methodology applied to achieve the research objectives,
highlighting the data collection and analysis process. Chapter 4 covers the
proposed taxonomy, going into detail on the categorizations and their natures.
Chapter 5 addresses the research results, exploring in detail the data seen in
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the research. Chapter 5 also provides some discussion of this data. Chapter
6 explores some of the other work within the field of readability research.
Chapter 7 identifies some issues with the research which may affect its validity.
Chapter 8 discusses the potential future work and improvements. Finally,
Chapter 9 concludes this paper and highlights the takeaways.

Chapter 2

Research Objectives
2.1

Research Motivation

Software maintenance tasks have become more time-consuming with the growing scope of software projects. The increased scope means that the code base
often is larger and more complex. This creates more demand on the developer performing the maintenance task, taking more time to understand the
code. An important way of mitigating this issue is having code that is easier
for the developer to read and understand; however, the challenge of readability research is its subjective nature. Determining how to improve software
readability is difficult. While research has been done into the creation of
readability metrics [5], [6], [7] [8] [9] and into the types of changes developers
make [3] [11], their partially automated approaches in research may miss some
nuance in the changes made by developers. This research aim to identify changes developers make when attempting to improve software
readability. By applying Grounded Theory to a manual review of readabil4
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ity changes, this study presents a taxonomy for these readability changes. In
addition, this research acts to both confirm and augment prior research on the
types of changes that constitute readability changes.

2.2

Research Contributions

Our primary contribution through this study is the created taxonomy for
software readability improvements. This was achieved by:
• Gathering a data set of identifiable readability changes from a set of
refactoring commits on engineered open-source projects.
• Providing a set of manual observations on these change and observations
about trends within those changes.
• Presenting a developed readability taxonomy based on the observations.
As this research represents a first step in the creation of a readability
change taxonomy, the existing data and set of observations is publicly available
on GitHub, along with the scripts used in the mining of data 1 .

2.3

Research Questions

To pursue our research goals, two research questions were created:
• RQ1: Which keyword patterns were most highly correlated
with readability commits? By creating keyword patterns, we hope
1
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to leverage them in the detection of readability commits. In addition, we
tracked the number of commits that contain these patterns and precision
in detecting readability commits. The goal is to report this precision to
assist in future detection research. The analysis of keywords helps us
identify self-admitted readability improvements, which is key in understanding what changes developers make. By more closely analyzing their
effectiveness, we can improve our detection of self-admitted readability
improvements, making our readability analysis more effective.
• RQ2: What code changes do developers make when they admit
that they are trying to improve code readability? By exploring
the changes made, we present a taxonomy of these changes. Highlighting
common trends seen within the commits while also exploring the subtypes of the most common trends. The goal is to report the observed
trends within the detected commits from a high level. This question
directly targets the goal of the paper, looking directly at what changes
are made and how commonly these changes are made.

Chapter 3

Methodology
The research methodology of this project consisted of two stages: data collection and data analysis. In the data collection stage, a set of potential
readability commits were gathered. This stage was done using an automatic
process to identify and log potential readability commits from a set of refactoring commits, using keyword mining. The potential readability commits were
reviewed in the data analysis stage. This review was performed by a human
reviewer. The reviewer was first asked to confirm if the change was a readability change. When a change was identified, it was logged, and observations
of the changes were made. The observations made by the reviewer were then
reviewed to identify trends in the data. Figure 3.1 highlights the methodology.

3.1

Data Collection

The initial stage of this project was the data collection stage. The goal of
this phase is the gathering of potential open-source readability commits which

7
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Figure 3.1: An overview of the developed methodology
could be reviewed. To do this, a simple Python script using Pandas was developed to help mine commits for keyword patterns. Three keyword patterns
were targeted: ‘readab.*’, ‘understand.*’ and ‘clean.* up’. The targeting of
‘readab.*’ and ‘understand.*’ directly targeted words associated with readability terms. In addition, E.A. AlOmar et al. were consulted for other patterns.
In this paper, E.A. AlOmar et al. performed research into how refactors were
documented [13]. As part of this research, they identified several patterns
used across commit messages. While a number of these patterns could have
been used for this research, such as ‘simplif.* or “improv.*’, the ‘clean.* up’
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keyword pattern was chosen as it was the broadest [13]. These patterns were
used to identify commit messages which indicate readability improvements.
Once the tool was created to identify keyword patterns from commit messages, it was applied to an existing database of Java software refactors. The
targeted database for this research was provided by the authors of Peruma et
al [14]. This database is a random sample of 800 projects from Munaiah et
al’s engineered projects database [15]. The commits from 800 projects were
then run through RefactoringMiner by Peruma et al. to identify specifically
refactoring commits [14]. It is this segment of data that was used for our research. This gave us a set of commits in which refactoring occurred from a set
of engineered open-source software projects. Refactoring commits were chosen
as the focus because refactors are typically done to improve internal code qualities such as readability, rather than creating new behaviors or features. Since
we are concerned with internal code quality improvement via readability, this
focus helped eliminate some potential noise from data collection. From this
dataset, 1,782 potential readability commits were identified. These commits
would make up the set of commits we sampled from.

3.2

Data Analysis

With the set of readability commits extracted from the database, a method for
data analysis was created. This process required manual review by a human
reviewer. This review would leverage Grounded Theory, specifically the cycle
of data collection, coding, and constant comparison, to develop a theory. From
a high level, a sample change from the database would be selected. A reviewer
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Table 3.1: Review Template
Is this a Readability Change:

[Y/N]
Description of Code:
Describe the Code Change:
Describe the Code Functionality:
Keywords:

[Free Response]
[Free Response]
[Free Response]

Describe the Commit Message in Terms of Readability:

[Free Response]

Files:
Old Line Numbers:
New Line Numbers:

[Free Response]
[Free Response]
[Free Response]

Description of Commit:
Location Information

would perform a review, writing down observations of the change and tagging
it using keywords. These observations would be reviewed in regular intervals,
and categories would be formed. These categories represented the theoretical
readability taxonomy. This process would repeat until we hit theoretical saturation at 314 changes observed. Our taxonomy in Chapter 4 represents the
final theory generated from these observations.

3.2.1

Collecting Commits

In the Grounded Theory cycle, data needs to be extracted. Since we had collected a set of potential readability changes, our data collection would consist
of random sampling from this database. To help with this, the initial data
mining script was expanded. The script would segment the sample database by
project, randomize the list of projects, and iterate through that list, selecting
one commit to present for review. This was to prevent an over-representation
of one project in the data set. These changes would then be presented to the
reviewer for review. With this sampling, the final set of observations would be
made from 194 commits from 154 different projects, with at most 4 commits
seen from an individual project.
With each sample commit, it was presented to the reviewer. The reviewer
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would first determine if the commit was in fact a readability commit. Since
it was dubious if the keywords were accurate in the goal of discovering readability changes, the reviewer was asked if the commit was indeed a readability
change. The reviewer was given a few criteria to determine if a readability
change occurred. First, priority was given to the commit message. If the
commit message directly stated a change was done for readability improvements, regardless of if the reviewer agreed, it was considered a readability
improvement. If this change was not found in the code, it was marked as a
non-readability commit. If the commit message was vague, not calling out
specific changes, the reviewer would manually review all the changes to identify a readability change. At this point, a readability change became more
subjective based on reviewer opinion. The general guidance was a readability
change would be a change to the source code which did not significantly impact observable code behavior. Finally, changes to test files were disregarded
in manual review. This was done to focus on improving production code.
Changes to only test files would be marked as non-readability commits.

3.2.2

Grounded Theory

Once a readability commit was identified, the reviewer was asked a series of
curated questions about the change. Table 3.1, shows the question tree given
to a reviewer. The first set were questions about the code itself. The reviewer
was asked to describe the change and the code’s functionality. In addition, the
reviewer was asked to provide a set of keywords to assist in identification and
search later. The reviewer was then asked to describe the commit message,
being asked to describe how the developer related the change to readability
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within the commit. Finally, the reviewer was asked to provide location details,
such as files and line numbers. These observations were stored in our database
as entities called templates. The templates were automatically associated with
commits by our Python script.
Each template would represent one change type per commit. This means
that if 5 function extractions were done within one commit, this would be
logged as one change type, thus given one template. A commit could have
different types of changes, and these were generally kept separate. If a commit
had both function extractions and renames occur, these would be logged as
two different changes and given two different templates, one for each. This
was done to prevent an over-saturation from one large refactoring commit or
change type; however, change types were kept separate to distinguish them
from each other. This set up means while we looked at 314 different changes,
these changes only came from 194 commits. This gives us an average of 1.62
readability changes per commit. This process would provide us with a set
of observations which we could analyze for trends. The templates and tags
represented our attempt at coding the data [12].
Table 3.2: Example of Template: ID-24
Is this a Readability Change:

Y
Description of Code:

Describe the Code Functionality:
Keywords:

Extracted numerous code blocks into its own class, SecuritiesTables.
These extracted code blocks were created as descriptive name functions within the class
Manages a code concept called SecuritesTables
function extraction,class extraction

Describe the Commit Message in Terms of Readability:

Directly mentions that the extraction of the class improves readability

Describe the Code Change:

Description of Commit:
Location Information
Files:
Old Line Numbers:
New Line Numbers:

name.abuchen.portfolio.ui/src/name/abuchen/portfolio/ui/views/SecuritiesTable.java;
name.abuchen.portfolio.ui/src/name/abuchen/portfolio/ui/views/SecurityListView.java
Whole file
New file created

Table 3.3: Example of Memo: ID-1
ID
1

Memo Message
Blocks of code are being extracted into separate functions,
usually with the function given a descriptive identifier name

Keywords

Templates-Associated

Memos-Associated

function extraction

24

-
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In line with Grounded Theory’s constant comparison and memoing [12],
in regular periods throughout the templating stage, usually once a week, the
existing observations would be analyzed by a reviewer. Similarly, to how observations of changes were made with templates, observations of trends were also
made. These observations are called memos. A memo consists of a message
and an association to templates and would also be stored in the database. As
more and more memos were created, eventually observations would be made
about the existing memos, creating even more memos. Table 3.2 and Table
3.3 show an example template and example memo respectively. These memos
would form the backbone of theory development, as the identified categories
from the taxonomy would be derived from the memos. Ideally, the memos
should have been created more often than once a week; however, lack of available resources made this somewhat of a necessity.
This process of sampling, coding and comparison was repeated until theoretical saturation was achieved. Theoretical saturation is the point when
more observations do not modify the developed theory [12]. The difficulty
with readability research is that it may have taken a very long time to achieve
theoretical saturation, as a very diverse number of changes could be made. As
such, we targeted 317 changes as the sample size, which is the sample size that
achieves 95% confidence with 5% margin of error on the population of 1,782.
This gave us a target number of observations to make.

Chapter 4

Taxonomy

Figure 4.1: Proposed Readability Taxonomy
This section provides an overview of the produced readability taxonomy.
This taxonomy categorizes the trends seen within identified readability changes.
The overall taxonomy is represented in Figure 4.1. At the top is the Readability Changes group, representing the totality of the examined changes. The
14
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next level represents the six main categories which were identified. These
categories are the most seen trends in the review. The layer under them is
their identified subgroups, trends seen within the larger trends. The rest of
this chapter is divided into six sections, each explaining the six main trends
identified along with their subgroups. In addition, examples of each action are
provided for further understanding.

4.1

Method Extraction

Figure 4.2: Method Extraction Taxonomy
The largest readability change type seen was method extraction. This
categorization is identical to the common software refactoring Extract Function [16]. In method extraction, a code segment is removed from an existing
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block of code and added to a newly created method. The code segment is
then replaced with a call to the newly created method. This new method
is given a unique identifier, which can provide additional information about
the method to the user. Typically, the extracted code is not modified, simply
moved; however, it is still considered a method extraction if the original code
segment is modified.

Figure 4.3: Example of Method Extraction Operation
Apache’s Common-Compress Project highlights an example of the method
extraction operation. Figure 4.3 shows a unified diff of the extraction. Here,
a while loop and some setup code are removed and replaced with the function
drainCurrentEntryData. Figure 4.4 shows the drainCurrentEntryData method
declaration. This is a newly created method, with the body being the exact
same as the removed code from Figure 4.3. In addition, the developer added a
meaningful identifier and comments to the method declaration, which further
supports a reader’s understanding of the new method and code segment. The
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commit message for this change directly states that this change occurred to
improve readability, and method extractions were performed in other places
within the commit.

Figure 4.4: The drainCurrentEntryData method declaration
The method extraction change type can be further divided into four subcategories. These four categories are based on the trends seen in the type of
code being extracted, mostly different control blocks. These groups are: if-else
extraction, class extraction, loop extraction, and try-catch extraction. These
categories were identified in a top-down manner. This means that method
extraction was first identified, and these trends emerged from there. As a
result, not all method extractions fit into one of the four categories, as with
classifications seen later in this chapter.
The most common method extraction subcategory is the extraction of ifelse ladders. In this category, part, or all, of an if-else ladder is extracted out
to an external function. If-else extraction specifically includes the extraction
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of the if statements. While Figure 4.3 shows the body of an if statement being
extracted, it does not fit into this category because the if statement is not
moved. This category is unique among the method extractions, as it also has
a subcategory, Boolean extraction. In Boolean extraction, the Boolean logic
of an if statement, meaning the expression, is extracted to a function which
returns the evaluation. This is distinct from if-else extraction, as it does not
move the if-else ladder, moving just the expression.
The next most common type of method extraction is class extraction. This
change is like two types of common software refactors. It can either be like a
true class extraction, where a new class is created out of a set of behaviors,
or like a move method, where a method is moved to an existing class [16].
In addition, this categorization does not focus on other class members, such
as attributes. While there is likely an extraction of other class members, the
observations only noted the movement of functions. Based on this observation,
class extraction is set as a type of method extraction; however, this change
could easily become its own category with further research.
The next two subcategories of method extraction are simpler than the
previous two. The first of these is loop extraction, which is very similar to
the if-else extraction. In this category, an entire looping block is extracted
to a newly created function. The example provided in Figure 4.3 and 4.4 is
in addition an example of loop extraction, as it extracts an entire while loop.
Similarly, try-catch extraction extracts all of a try-catch block to an external
function
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Identifier Renames

Figure 4.5: Identifier Rename Taxonomy

Figure 4.6: Example of Identifier Rename Operation
The second-largest category of readability changes is identifier renames.
Figure 4.5 shows the taxonomy of renames. This change occurs whenever any
software identifier, such as a function identifier or class identifier, is changed in
any way. Software identifier names give the developer a great opportunity to
provide valuable information to a reader without being constrained by syntax.
An example of an identifier rename is shown in Figure 4.6, the Casmi developer
renamed the function identifier of drawParse to drawProjection. Identifier
renames fall within two categories, focusing on the change of the identifiers
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meaning. The meaning of the identifier can either be preserved (not changed)
or modified (changed).

Figure 4.7: Example of Identifier Rename: Meaning Modified
The meaning of an identifier is modified if the meaning is: broadened,
narrowed, or completely changed. When the meaning of an identifier is broadened, one or more of the terms in the identifier is replaced with a hypernym. A
hypernym is simply a term that is higher on a semantic tree. If the word blue
was changed to color, it would broaden the meaning, as color is a hypernym
of the word blue. When the meaning of an identifier is narrowed, one or more
of the terms is replaced with a hyponym. A hyponym is the opposite of a
hypernym; it is a word lower on a semantic tree. Finally, the meaning can
be completely changed by replacing words to new, unrelated words. While
these three categories could become subcategories in themselves, it was hard
to determine if broadening, narrowing or complete change occurred from the
observations, more that the meanings were changed and generally these were
the segmentation. To categorize them, a much more thorough analysis of each
rename would need to be done, which would distract from other observations.
The example provided in Figure 4.7 shows an example of a modified meaning
rename. In this example, the identifier is changed from ‘QUESTIONMARK’
to ‘BEGIN FILTER’. This completely changes the meaning of the identifier to
the reader, going from the actual value the identifier represents, a ‘?’ symbol,
to the use of the simple in context, the start of a filter string.
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Figure 4.8: Example of Identifier Rename: Meaning Preserved
The simpler of the two to identify is if the meaning of the identifier is preserved. This category stands opposed to the other category, as the meaning
cannot be preserved and modified. Generally, an identifier is considered to
have its meaning preserved if a rename operation occurred, but the meaning
was not modified. A few situations occurred that fit this definition. First were
situations where the identifier separators were changed, such as a move from
camel case to underscores. Second was a collapse or expansion of abbreviations. The example in Figure 4.8 highlights this type of change. In the rename
for errorMessage, the word message was collapsed into a known abbreviation,
msg. The third situation was fixing typos or misspellings, as these are just
corrective actions. Finally, and most complex, is the use of synonyms which
still preserve the overall meaning of the identifier. Similarly, to the previous
category, these different types could make up another layer of the taxonomy,
but with the way renames were coded it is hard to tell how prevalent these
observations are in the data.

4.3

Source Code Reformatting

The third largest readability change category is source code reformatting. The
taxonomy is highlighted in Figure 4.9. In source code reformatting, the developer changed the formatting of the code base without directly editing any of
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Figure 4.9: Taxonomy of Source Code Reformatting
the code. A simple example can be found within the Flying Saucer Project.
In Figure 4.10 the before and after of the code change is shown. Here, the
developer reformatted the function call, mostly using newlines to space out the
function’s parameters. The developer directly stated that this change would
improve the readability of the software. While the addition of parameters
modifies the code slightly, this change still highlights a common type of code
reformatting preformed.

Figure 4.10: Example of Source Code Reformatting
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This category can then be subdivided into the two main methods of code
reformatting. The largest of the two is changes to the code white space. With
this change, the developer uses different types of white space characters to
modify the spacing of the code. These white space characters include spaces,
new lines, and tabs. Figure 4.10 is also an example of this subcategory, as
it uses new lines to spread out the function call. White space source code
formatting would often occur as part of cleanup operations.
The other category of source code formatting is editing of brackets in code.
Any formatting change to the brackets in the code, such as adding curly braces
or parentheses, is of this group. The most common example of this change is
the addition of curly brackets to one line if-statements that do not have them.
This change most often occurs with edits to white space; however, a couple of
examples were seen without white space modification.

4.4

Code Removal

The fourth most common category of change for readability was the removal
of code. With code removal, the developer deletes code that is no longer
needed. While code removal can be done without the intent of improving
readability, there are situations where the removal of code is done to improve
the readability. The example, in Figure 4.12, shows how code removal can
be used to improve readability. Before, the developer stored the output of
getClassPath in the cp variable. Since the cp variable is only used once in
line 199, the output storage is unneeded and can be removed. As seen at the
bottom of the image, the adding of cp was replaced with a call to getClassPath.
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Figure 4.11: Taxonomy of Code Removal

Figure 4.12: Example of Code Removal
Overall, the removal of code has been added to this taxonomy as it can be
done to improve software readability.
This category can be broken into two types of removal. The first is the
removal of dead code. In this definition, dead code covers three types of code
segments. The first is code that is never executed. This can be an unused
method or a code segment under a control statement that cannot be triggered.
The second is executed code, but it does not modify the system and its output
is not used. An example would be a function which counts the characters in
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a string, but the code never uses that count. The final type is code segments
which are completely commented out.
The other category is the removal of redundant code. This category is
distinct from the other in that the code does have some effect on the state
of the system and is used; however, the developer has deemed it redundant
in some way. There are a number of examples of this type of removal, but
Figure 4.12 directly shows an example. Since the storage variable cp is used,
but it is somewhat redundant to store the method output, it is the removal of
redundant code. Other examples of this type of removal include the removal
of function parameters or unnecessary attribute declarations.

4.5

Addition of Comments

Figure 4.13: Example of Addition of Comments
The fifth category of readability change is the addition of comments by
the developer. This category focuses on any in code documentation being
added or modified, be it inline comments, multi-line comments or Javadoc.
Adding comments to the source code can aid the reader in their understanding.
In Figure 4.13, the simple addition of Javadoc as comments improves the
software’s readability. More research into the taxonomy of software comments
could improve this sections taxonomy.
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Keyword Modification

Figure 4.14: Taxonomy of Keyword Modification

Figure 4.15: Example of Keyword Modification
The final category identified within this taxonomy is the keyword modification category. In this category, the developer changes the keywords in the
software to help convey the purpose of a software entity. This includes the
changing, addition, or removal of certain keywords. In Figure 4.15 an example
of this type of change is shown. The developer of this commit added the final
keyword to the static attribute declaration. While this change does influence
the behavior of the code, preventing the variable’s modification. The final keyword in this example provides the context for the developer that this variable
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does not change.
This category is separated into two categories, based on how Java divides up keywords. The first category is the change to access modifiers. This
means the changing, adding or removing of keywords such as public, private,
or protected. The most common change of this type is the addition of access
modifiers. In a few cases, classes or methods did not have a specified access
modifier, making them default, being changed to a declared access modifier.
The second category is the change to non-access modifiers. This means the
changing, addition, or removal of Java keywords that do not modify access.
Java non-access keywords include final, static, or void. While variable types
are keywords, changing of variable types do not fall under this definition, as
this type of keyword modification was not seen. In addition, the changing
of loop types, such as for to whiles, may fall under this definition but needs
more research. The most common type of this change is the addition of final
variables. Figure 4.15 highlights this type of change, as the final keyword has
been added.

Chapter 5

Analysis and Discussion
In this chapter, we take a closer look at the data and their relationship to the
research questions. In Section 5.1, , we look at and discuss the performances
of the targeted keyword patterns in more detail. In Section 5.2, we take a
closer look at the taxonomy provided, examining prevalence of the categories,
how they emerged, and what benefits they might provide to readability.

5.1

RQ1: What keyword patterns were most highly
correlated with readability commits?
Table 5.1: Break Down of Keyword Occurrences

Keyword
’readab.*’
’understand.*’
’clean.* up’
Total

Total Found
155
95
1532
1782

Total Reviewed
113
59
364
536

Marked Readability Commit
64
13
117
194

Marked Non-Readability Commit
49
46
247
342

Precision
56.64%
22.02%
32.14%
36.19%

A key aspect to this project was the data collection. As mentioned in
Chapter 3, the data set was partially collected via automatic collection and
28
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then manually reviewed. From the initial data set of refactoring commits,
our tool automatically identified 1,782 potential readability commits based on
targeted keyword patterns. Of these 1,782 commits, 536 commits would be
manually reviewed. Table 5.1 shows the breakdown of the keywords patterns.
Of the 536 commits looked at, only 194 of the commits were considered readability changes by the reviewer. This gives the tool a precision of 36.19%.
This indicates generally that there is room for improvement with the tool.
While there are identifiable issues within individual patterns, the tool is
also lacking in some respects that affect all patterns. The most common issue
was the inability to differentiate test file changes from source code changes.
Since test files were not considered in this study, the reviewer would simply
mark them as non-readability commits. This brings down the precision of all
the keywords slightly. There are a set of commits in which readability improvements occurred in test files and were called out by developers; however,
reviewers marked them as non-readability commits. In a rework of this project,
it would be better to simply throw out these types of commits all together.
The other major issue was the reviewer’s inability to identify a readability
change. There were situations seen where the developer said a change occurred; however, the reviewer could not find the change. These would also be
marked as non-readability commits.
The first keyword pattern selected for the search was ’readab.*’. This
pattern was meant to target specifically words like readability or readable.
This was generally the best preforming pattern. Of the total 155 keywords
identified, 113 were manually reviewed. Of these 64 commits were marked
as readability, while 49 were marked as non-readability commits, giving a
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Figure 5.1: Example of ’readab.*’ pattern considered a non-readability commit
precision of 56.64%. Some unique issues with the ’readab.*’ pattern were
identified. The terms for this pattern were also used to describe the product of
the software as opposed to the source code. This means that developers would
often describe changes to log messages or UI elements as “more readable”,
which would be marked as a non-readability commit. Figure 5.1 shows an
example of this, the ”more readable” item is the error message itself, not the
code that creates the message. This issue is caused by the simple nature of
the mining tool. In addition, this pattern was small in its scale. From the
larger database of commits from 800 software projects, only 155 commits were
identified as belonging to this pattern. So, while one of the more precise
patterns used, it also a rarely used pattern.

Figure 5.2: Example of ’understand.*’ pattern considered a non-readability
commit
The second identified keyword pattern was ‘understand.*’. This pattern
was chosen due to the linked nature of software readability and software un-
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derstanding. This pattern’s performance is the most surprising. Of the 95
commits identified with this pattern, 59 were reviewed and only 13 were identified as readability commits. This gives a precision of 22.02%. In the initial
stages of the project, it was assumed that ’understand.*’ would be similar to
’readab.*’ ; however, this was our worst preforming pattern in both terms of
scope and precision. This pattern suffered from similar issues to ’readab.*’,
but a bit worse. It would also be used to describe the software’s poducts as
opposed to the source code, similar to ’readab.*’, but would also have two
other seen uses. Developers would also use this pattern to describe their own
understanding of the code, either they understood or did not understand an
aspect of the code or behavior. Figure 5.2 shows one of these commits, where
the developer is actually describing their own understanding (or lack ) of the
code. Finally, the developers also used this pattern to describe the code’s
ability, like the ability to interpret file formats. Once again, these issues were
created by the tools inability to understand the context of the patterns. This
keyword was also very limited in its scope, being the least commonly detected
pattern.

Figure 5.3: Example of ’clean.* up’ pattern considered a non-readability commit
The final identified keyword pattern was ’clean.* up’. This pattern was
chosen to have a more generalized pattern that still focused on changing ex-
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isting code. Since this was a more generalized term, it was by far the most
common. Of the 1,535 commits with this pattern, 364 were reviewed and 117
were considered readability improvements. This gives the pattern a 32.14%
precision. The main issue with this pattern type came from its vagueness.
While there was indication that readability changes were made with these
commits, most of these commits were not considered as readability changes.
This was made worse by its usage, as developers would very often just call a
commit “clean up” without context. It was difficult for the reviewer to find and
determine readability changes without the context. These very generic commit messages would also often occur in commits with hundreds of line changes,
making it very taxing to determine if a readability change occurred. Figure
5.3 shows one of these commits, where the developer simply state code clean
up. While this keyword pattern represents most of the readability changes
looked at, a rework of the pattern maybe needed to make it more accurate.
In addition to exploring the performance of our targeted patterns, we
pulled word counts from all the readability commit messages to attempt to
identify other usable patterns. After eliminating stop words, using NLKT’s
stop words list, a count of all the words in the readability commit messages
were taken. Table 5.2 shows the top 20 words discovered from 2,898 considered words. The first observation is the high variety in the words used for
commit messages, as the most common word, code, only makes up 2.65% of
all words. We also see the targeted patterns, such as clean, readability, readable, and cleaning which make sense as they were directly targeted. From this
data, the most interesting words include added/add, better, fix/fixed, and removed. While not targeted by mining, these words occurred at a high rate
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Table 5.2: Top 20 Detected Words

Word
code
clean
added
cleaned
readability
removed
method
better
make
methods
Total

Count
77
67
42
41
28
23
21
20
19
17

Word
readable
class
improve
add
git-svn-id:
fix
use
fixed
cleaning
type

Count
16
15
15
15
14
14
13
13
13
12
2898
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and generally indicate a change to existing code bases. The issue is that we
cannot link these words with readability as with our patterns. While addition was common, and some of our changes are additions (like comments),
there is no direct way to tell if these added sections are readability changes.
It must be acknowledged that while these words were in commits associated
with readability changes, these words may not refer to readability changes at
all. They may describe changes unrelated to readability change, as commits
often involve a number of changes

5.2

RQ2: What code changes do developers make
when they admit that they are trying to improve code readability?

5.2.1

Method Extraction
Table 5.3: Break Down of Method Extraction Occurrences

Category
Method Extraction
If-else Extraction
Boolean Logic Extraction
Class Extraction
Loop Extraction
Try-Catch Extraction

Count
64
15
5
7
5
5

Precent of Total
20.38%
3.18%
1.60%
2.23%
1.60%
1.60%

Looking first at the method extraction category, 64 total changes were
associated with this category, representing 20.38% of examined changes. This
makes this the single most common change discovered in the research. Since
this was focused on software refactoring, it makes sense that method extraction
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would be well represented here as it is one of the more common software
refactors. Of the subcategories: 15 were identified as if-else extraction, 7
were identified as class extraction, 5 were loop extraction and 5 were trycatch extraction. This highlights the very diverse nature of method extraction.
Interestingly, the opposite of method extraction, inline method, was seen a
couple times, but not enough to include it in the taxonomy.
Method extraction was one of the first emerging trends. It was identified
very early on in the review process; however, some of the subcategories were
harder to identify. As seen by the gap between method extraction, and the
largest category of if-else extraction, method extraction is an operation that
can be performed to a wide range of code. The trends of the code blocks did not
appear until a re-review of all the existing method extractions were completed.
This made it a little clearer that method extraction tended to be performed
to control statements. At this time the distinction between if-else extraction
and Boolean extraction was identified. Since the if’s conditional statement
is separated from the if-else statement, it emerged as its own category. As
mentioned in the taxonomy section, class extraction is a curious inclusion
here. Since we mostly identified methods moving to new classes, it was set
as a subcategory of method extraction, but given more thorough research it
could become its own category.
Overall, the prevalence of method extraction as a readability change coincides with some other research looked at. Fakhoury et al. identified the extract
method refactoring as a common readability change. They identified extract
methods occurring 124 times, categorized as a readability improvement [3].
In contrast, they saw many inline methods preformed, which was not seen in
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this research. In Piantadosi et al., they found that code refactoring improved
software readability [11]. As method extraction is one of the most common
refactors, it again makes sense that it would be a tool used by developers in
readability improvements.
Method extraction makes sense as a common readability change for a few
reasons. First, when performed on repeated code blocks, it simply reduces the
amount of code the developer must read. Rather than attempting to read a
block of code multiple times just to realize it is a reused segment, they can just
reference the method. In addition, method extraction comes with the benefit
of naming. Being able to associate a block of code with a descriptive method
name can make that block of code easier to understand. It also gives the
reader the option of abstracting out that segment, meaning they can ignore
the code block if they feel it is irrelevant based on the name.

5.2.2

Identifier Renames

Table 5.4: Break Down of Identifier Rename Occurrences
Category
Count Precent of Total
Identifier Rename
57
18.15%
Meaning Modified
27
8.60%
Meaning Preserved
16
5.10%

The second major category was the identifier rename category. Rename
changes were performed 57 times, making up 18.15% of the changes looked
at. Of those, 27 were identified as renames that modified the meaning of
the identifier, while 16 preserved the identifier’s meaning. Not all the identified renames fit within one of the two subcategories; even though they are
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dichotomies. Since this methodology treated all renames in a commit as one
singular change, the reviewer did not specify the renames which occurred, just
stating they did occur. This most often occurred when many different renames
were performed in a commit. This also highlights another observation with
the renames. They often occur in batches, with several renames occurring in a
single commit. If each rename in a commit was categorized as a unique change
as opposed to a batch, rename operations likely become the most seen change.
Identifier renames was another category that was identified right away
in the process. As with most of the larger categories, the first few changes
seen in the review involved a rename in some way. As the breakdown of the
category occurred, there were two potential ways to go with it, either based
on what is being renamed or how the rename was done. The first category
more closely follows the taxonomy presented by Fowler, who distinguished
rename types on what is being renamed [16]. Our review only noted two
software entities that tended to be renamed, methods and variables. To focus
more on the readability aspect, the effects on the identifiers meaning was
looked at more closely. This led to the division of “is the meaning modified or
preserved”. While these criteria were mentioned in the taxonomy, these were
general guidelines based on the reviewer’s experience.
In Arnaoudova et al. [17], a similar breakdown of rename operations is
seen. In their REPENT taxonomy, they provide an in-depth summary for
categorizing rename operations [17]. In this taxonomy, one key category is
semantic changes. This category is very similar to the trend that we observed
with our renaming. Arnaoudova et al. divided these into 7 categories including, preserved meaning, changed meaning, narrow meaning, and broaden
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meaning [17]. While our taxonomy does focus on semantic changes, it is not as
branched as REPENT, considering all modifications in meaning as a change
in meaning. The REPENT taxonomy is also more significant in scope, categorizing forms and grammatical changes, which were not seen within our
observations [17]. Ultimately, the REPENT taxonomy supports the existence
of the observations we made for our rename taxonomy, as similar focus on
semantic changes were seen.
Identifier renames were a change that was expected to be the most common. This is because of the role that identifiers play within software. Since
they have looser syntax rules, they are one of the best opportunities to provide
the reader with information. The importance of identifier quality is something
that is taught to every CS1 student. Naturally, changing poorly worded or
incorrect identifiers to more accurate ones fix potential readability issues that
occur. Again, the research in Fakhoury et al. also identified rename refactoring necessary readability change. A significant portion of the refactors they
looked at which were associated with readability was rename refactoring [3].
Martin’s book, Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship also
addresses the importance of identifier naming, highlighting the importance of
meaningful names [2]

5.2.3

Code Reformatting

Edits to the code format was the third most common category. Of the changes,
34 of them were of this type representing 10.8% of the changes looked at.
Interestingly, this category was dominated by changes to white spaces, as 32
of the changes contained some type of white space edits, roughly 10.19% of
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Table 5.5: Break Down of Code Reformatting Occurrences
Category
Count Precent of Total
Code Reformatting
34
10.80%
Changes to Code
32
10.19%
Whitespace
Changes to Brackets
5
1.60%
the changes seen. These changes to white space tended to be massive scale
changes, reformatting entire files to unify indexing or spacing. Less common
was the changes to bracketing, seeing only 5 changes to brackets. These were
almost always done with white space changes. The only type seen that did
not include a white space change was the addition of curly braces around one
line if statements, which only occurred twice on its own.
Code reformatting was another one of the earliest identified categories.
During the research, method extraction, renames, and reformatting made up
what was the big three. Those three changes were seen as the most obvious and apparent changes. Code reformatting was almost entirely done using
white space edits, either spaces, new lines, or indentations. This change can be
traced back to some of the earliest research into software readability models.
Buse and Weimer’s initial software readability metrics focused on white space,
specifically indentations and blank lines [5]. Martin also calls out the importance of code formatting, mentioning the importance of vertical and horizontal
formatting [2]. The more surprising thing was the lack of edits to braces, such
as parentheses or curly braces were modified, likely due to language syntax.
The formatting of software also provides an opportunity to improve the
readability of software code bases. In Java specifically, the formatting of the
code is more fluid, not requiring indentation, bracket position or white space.
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Languages like Python, which was developed with a focus on readable syntax,
enforce white space requirements. This makes code reformatting, and specifically white space changes, more useful based on language. The use of blank
lines to separate code blocks can be done in both Java and Python; however,
indentation is a Python requirement.

5.2.4

Code Removal
Table 5.6: Break Down of Code Removal Occurrences

Category
Code Removal
Removal of Dead Code
Removal of Redundant Code

Count
33
21
12

Precent of Total
10.51%
6.69%
3.82%

The fourth most common change observed was the removal of code. 33 of
the changes observed, 10.51% of the total, involved the deletion of code. Of
these, 21 were identified as removal of dead code, while 12 were the removal of
redundant code. The main distinction between the dead code and redundant
code is if the code is used, as dead code is generally considered to be code that
is not being used. This distinction is obvious in most cases, as commented out
or never called code is clearly dead code. The difference between redundant
code and dead code which was executed was left up to the reviewer. Code
removal was discovered in a bottom-up manner, meaning the subcategories
were identified and the link was discovered later in the review. This is unique
from the other three methods explored, which were discovered in a top-down
manner. In addition, code removal represents the first unique trend discovered
in this research, as other similar research did not directly identify code removal
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as a readability change. While the code removal was mostly done with cleanup operations, there is some link to the software’s readability. Like method
extraction, it can reduce the amount a developer needs to read. In addition,
it can help reduce confusion. Dead code can be inherently confusing, as the
assumption is that the code does something or has some effect. If the code does
not influence the system, this breaks that assumption potentially confusing the
reader. By cleaning out code segments which are not useful or used, you lessen
the strain on the developer reading the code.

5.2.5

Addition of Comments

One of the smaller categories of the taxonomy was the Addition of Comments.
Of the changes looked at, the addition of comments occurred 23 times. This
category is unique in that it could not be broken into subcategories. There
were no real observations made in which this class could be further broken
down. Comments were only really added as Javadoc, making only one distinct category. While not all comment adding commits were Javadoc, no real
trend among the comments could be seen. Making it more difficult to distinguish categories is that when general comments were added so where Javadocs,
so reviewers often tagged comments and Javadocs together. In Pascarella and
Bacchelli, a more thorough taxonomy of comments is presented [18]. This taxonomy focused on identifying different purposes, locations, and styles; however, their research did not tie comments to readability improvements. Finally,
Martin includes comments and their importance to readable code in a chapter
of his book [2].
The addition of comments is a debatable readability improvement. While
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it is true that comments increase code understanding, they are often viewed as
supplemental to the code itself. Our research considered any change to the java
files, so while external documentation would not be included, comments were
included as acceptable changes. Since comments exist within the code and
help improve the general code understanding for readers, they are considered
a readability change.

5.2.6

Keyword Modification

Category
Keyword Modification
Non-access Keyword
Access Keyword

Count
14
8
6

Precent of Total
4.46%
2.55%
1.91%

The final category from the taxonomy was the modification of keywords.
This represented only 14 changes, about 4.46% of the changes looked at. This,
like code removal, was a group created as a parent to two emerging trends.
The first and more common of the two was the modification of non-access
modifiers. 8 times we saw direct changes to non-access modifiers, most often
the addition of the final or static keywords. The less common trend was
the modification of access keywords. Of the 6 changes categorized here, the
most common change seen was the transition from a non-declared access, so no
keyword, to a declared access. This was another change that was not identified
in other research looked at.
As for this category as a readability change, it is again a debatable one.
More than any other category, this category has the most direct effect on the
actual behavior of the program. A switch from private to public, or the final
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addition, has a programmatic effect and changes some of the behavior. On the
other hand, an intrinsic amount of information is provided by keywords, especially with the addition of optional keywords. Since these changes were seen
within targeted rename commits, ultimately it was included in the taxonomy.

Chapter 6

Related Work
Several studies have looked at how to improve software maintenance in general
[19–98]. Among them, we focus, in this section, on studies (1) measuring
readability in code, (2) detecting readability improvement opportunities, and
finally (2) recommending readability-related refactorings.

6.1

Research of Software Readability Models

Software readability models represent some of the earliest attempts at quantifying software readability and tracking readability improvements. Readability
models can be tracked back to Buse and Weimer’s work into creations of various software readability metrics [5]. The Buse and Weimer models focused
more on the key statistics of the code, looking at things like line length or
identifier length [5]. These models would be expanded upon by Dorn [6] and
Scalabrino et al. [8]. Their work would make these models more advance.
Scalabrino et al. would go on to extend their readability model, including a
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focus textual features [9].
Roy et al. [7]. would identify some issues within the existing models,
arguing that they used more statistical approaches which miss important aspects of readability. Roy et al. used a very similar method of identifying
readability commits as we used. They mined keywords from Java commits,
including words which match our “readab.*”, “under.*” and ”clean.* up” patterns. These commits would then be manually reviewed to ensure they were
readability commits. The distinction is that these commits would be used to
create a dataset, which would have metrics taken from it and used to create a
new software model.

6.2

Research of Software Readability Improvements

Robert Martin’s book Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship [2] conveys a large amount of information from professional developers
on the creation of “clean code”. A large amount of the book focuses on how
to create extremely readable code There is a large amount of overlap between Martin’s recommendations in his book and the changes found within
this study. Martin’s focus is more on creating new code, rather than the improvement of existing code; however, his advice is still applicable. Many of
the observations made in this research are also found within Martin’s book,
further strengthening the trends we have found.
Fakhoury et al’s [3] explored the different types of changes made by developers to improve readability. The goal was to test the ability of readability
models to detect incremental changes. Again, they used a similar method of
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detection of readability commits as this research, using keyword mining of commits to detect self-admitted readability changes. While these commits would
be used to test the model’s effectiveness, Fakhoury et al. also explored some
of the changes developers made. These commits were analyzed using source
code analysis tools, like RefactoringMiner and CheckStyle. Similar trends to
those found in this paper were made, such as using method extraction as a
common readability change; however, the automation may have missed other
trends. While some automation was used in the detection of commits, manual
review was performed for the identification of trends. In addition, they explored how developers document their readability commits, which is a similar
contribution to this paper’s RQ1.
Piantadosi et al [11] preformed research in how the readability of software
changed generally over time. Their research found that the developers tend
to have readability in mind from the start and that readability changes very
little over time. More relevant to this research, they also explored a bit of
the changes made to files that had significant readability changes, determined
by their models. In this research, one of their major conclusions was that
refactors had major impacts on code readability; however, these ties are not
explicitly tied to readability improvement attempts by developers.

6.3

Research of Renaming

Arnaoudova et al. [17] developed a more complete taxonomy of rename changes,
known as REPENT. Within their taxonomy, they presented different aspects
of identifier renames including location, semantic changes, rename forms and
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grammatical changes. Most notably, the semantic change mirrors our choices
for the rename taxonomy. Our breakup of readability was based on semantic
change, looking at if the meaning changed or was preserved. The REPENT
taxonomy included these categories and included aspects like name broadening, narrowing, and adding or removing meaning. All these additional aspects
were simply considered a modified meaning in our taxonomy. Our taxonomy is further supported and potentially expanded upon with the REPENT
taxonomy; however, our research solidifies the connection to readability.
Pernuma et al. 2018 [99] further expanded upon their existing research
into software renames. In their study, they explored more closely how developers rename and what is the motivation. They used the REPENT taxonomy
from Arnaoudova et al. to explore what types of renames developers had performed. This included looking at if the meaning of identifiers were modified
or preserved, with most identifiers being modified. This lines up with some
of the observations found within this research, as we found in a much smaller
sample that meaning tended to be modified by developers.

6.4

Research of Refactoring

Several works related to the effects refactoring has on software. One of the primary sources for refactoring is Martin Fowler’s book Refactoring: Improving
the Design of Existing Code [16]. Fowler’s book is one of the most complete
works on taxonomizing refactors. Since our work focused on refactors, specifically those from RefactorMiner, many of the Fowler refactors were seen. As
noted in Chapter 4, a large amount of our taxonomy is made up of refactors
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from Fowler’s taxonomy.
AlOmar et al. 2021 [100] took preformed research into self-admitted refactors by developers. Similarly, to how we determined self-admitted readability
improvements by developers, AlOmar et al used commit messages to determine if a change occurred. These commits were then used to develop a machine
learning algorithm to detect and classify refactors. The most similar aspect of
their research is the aspect of self-admitted refactors making up their dataset;
however, they focused on the refactoring research.

6.5

Other

Pascarella and Bacchelli [18] created a taxonomy of comments in Java projects.
By performing an extensive manual review of software comments, they developed a thorough taxonomy of the types of comments developers add to source
code. Their research into comment taxonomy could be used to expand upon
the taxonomy of comments; however, their research did not focus on readability, but instead comments.

Chapter 7

Threats to Validity
While we present experimental results based on real life projects, identified
factors within the study impact the applicability of the observations made.
These threats to validity have been divided into four categories [101].
Conclusion Validity. Threats to conclusion validity focus on issues with
the ability to draw the correct conclusions from the relations between the observation and the outcome [101]. The main threat to this type of validity
comes from the manual review process. In some cases, the reviewer had to
make a subjective decision if a readability change occurred. This most often
occurred with very general and unspecific commit messages. This subjective
decision may have led to some bias in what observations were considered. In
addition, if the reviewer determined the change was a readability change, that
also introduces some subjectivity into the observations. These additions of
more subjective decisions may affect the conclusion made. This was mitigated
by mostly focusing on changes that were properly described by commit messages and criteria for what constituted a readability change. Still, subjectivity
49
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and bias were likely introduced by the reviewer.
Internal Validity. Threats to internal validity focus on influences on the
independent variable that could not be controlled for [101]. The most apparent
threat to internal validity comes from the review sessions’ nature. Since the
manual review of software changes can take time, the review was done via
several sessions. These sessions did not have consistent timing, meaning that
some sessions were quick while others were longer. These longer sessions could
become taxing on the reviewer, leading to less accurate observations over the
time of this session. This issue is exacerbated by the inaccuracy of the initial
sampling tool. Since the reviewer also needed to determine if a readability
change occurred at all, more review was done leading to even longer more
taxing sessions. This could lead to inconsistent observation quality or even
missed observations, which affect the presented research.
Construction Validity. Threats to construction validity are issues with
generalization to the concept or theory of the study [101]. The main threat
to this validity comes from our lack of resources. One person performed all
the reviewing, only reviewed after the fact by others. This means that this
one reviewer’s bias is inherent to the observations made. In addition, this
same reviewer did most of the memoing. This again introduces bias to the
observations. The repeated nature of the memoing also has another effect. It
is possible that the reviewer made observations in trends and was biased in
seeing them. This would help in the identification of these trends; however, it
might blind them to new trends. If this study was to be repeated, having more
reviewers and division between commit reviewers and observation reviewers
may mitigate these biases.
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External Validity. Threats to external validity limit the ability to generalize the results of the experiment to industrial practice [101]. The main
threat to external validity comes from the use of only Java projects. While
Java was the focus because of common usage, these results can only truly represent trends in Java. It is unknown how generalizable these observations are
to other languages, though the study does use a statistically significant sample
of Java projects; mitigating the threat that the results presented do not generalize to open source Java systems. It is possible many of these changes are
preformed specifically because of Java’s language features. An example was
already pointed out in the use of indentation. While this change is possible
in Java, Python’s white space requirements make it unlikely to see this type
of change. In addition, the focus on specifically exploring refactoring commits
may limit the generalizability. It is possible that readability is improved outside commits where refactoring is performed, and those changes are maybe
different. While the focus on refactoring commits helped focus on improvements, it also limits the observations to refactor commits. In addition, it does
bias some of the observations to refactors instead of other possible readability
changes.

Chapter 8

Future Work
In the future it is hoped that this research is expanded in scope. First, with
a more substantial review to help support the trends identified, while eliminating some shortcomings. In addition, an expansion to additional languages
may highlight different trends or differences in approach. These are both
done in a hope to make a much more substantial and supported taxonomy.
In addition, improvements could be made to the identification of readability
commits presented in this research. More accurate and effective methods of
detecting commits where the developers wish to improve readability could improve the taxonomy’s validity. Exploring keyword patterns and committing
message trends could improve the automatic methods’ effectiveness. Finally,
this research only looked at readability commits and improvements; however,
different trends may exist in non-refactoring commits. All this work would
improve the overall taxonomy and its generalizability.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion
The objective of this work was to gain a deeper understanding of the types of
changes developers make when attempting to improve the readability of their
software. To achieve this, an automatic process using keyword pattern mining
was developed to search commits for indications of readability improvements.
This mining was applied to a set of refactoring commits from 800 open-source
java projects. This created a data set of 1,782 potential readability commits,
of which 536 commits would be manually reviewed. From this process, several
takeaways have been provided.

9.1

Takeaways from RQ1

The keyword pattern readab.* provides the best accuracy for detecting readability improving commits; however, it has a limited
usage. When looking closely at the keyword patterns used, our readab.* pattern represented the highest precision in the detection of readability commits.
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While a 56.64% precision is not highly precise, our detection method was very
naive and generally lacked precision. The limiting factor is that this pattern
was only seen 155 times, meaning its usage was limited. This limited usage
makes it a bit unreliable for the future detection.
The understand.* keyword pattern was the worst keyword pattern for readability improvement detection. This keyword pattern had
the worst precision and smallest scale. The precision of the understand.* keyword pattern was only 22.02%, meaning that only around 1/5 of the looked at
commits were tied to readability by reviewers. In addition, this keyword was
only detected 95 times, further limiting the scope of the pattern.
The clean.* up keyword pattern, while very common, is too
general to reliably detect readability commits. The bulk of detected
keyword patterns in the sample data set followed this pattern, with a total
of 1,532 commits matching this pattern. The issue is that this pattern is far
too general and very loosely linked with specifically readability improvements,
as the sample of 364 commits only gave a precision of 32.14%. This keyword
pattern was mostly harmed by poor commit messaging, as it was common for
the looked at commits to just be “code clean up”.
It is difficult to link keyword patterns to direct readability change
given our approach. Our approach only gave us a 36.10% precision, which
is very inaccurate. The issue comes partially from the process, where commits
that maybe should have been disregarded were marked as non-readability.
Some of it comes from the patterns chosen, as understand.* and clean.* up
proved to be inaccurate. Finally, sometimes commit messages just are not
descriptive.
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Takeaways from RQ2

ṡec:conRQ2
Method extraction was the most seen readability improvement.
Seen 64 times in the data set, the removal of code to a new function was the
most seen change made by developers when attempting to improve readability.
Developers often preformed Identifier Renames when attempting
to preform readability improvements. Although, 57 of the looked at
changes involved some sort of rename operation, generally multiple renames
would occur.
Developers would often reformat the code base to improve its
readability. 34 of the changes looked at involved changes to code formatting, the majority of which affected the code’s whitespace. This change often
occurred within clean up commits.
Developers would often remove dead or unused code when improving readability. This change was seen in 33 of the explored operations.
Again, this change was seen mostly as part of clean up operations
Comments can be added to improve the source code readability.
23 of the changes looked at included the addition of comments, mainly the
addition of Javadoc.
Changes to reserved keywords can potentially improve readability. 14 of the changes looked at involved changes to software keywords.
Overall, this research presents a taxonomy of software readability changes.
This taxonomy provides several contributions to both research and industry.
First, this taxonomy can be used to further explore and understand readability
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improvements, enforcing existing research and presenting new trends. In addition, it provides several changes developers could make if wanting to improve
their own code. Finally, the taxonomy can be used to support documentation,
giving names to change types as seen with other taxonomies, like Fowler’s
Refactorings [16]
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